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PHYSICAL REVIEW D, VOLUME 65, 124027
Black holes from cosmic rays: Probes of extra dimensions and new limits on TeV-scale gravity

Luis A. Anchordoqui,1 Jonathan L. Feng,2,3 Haim Goldberg,1 and Alfred D. Shapere4
1Department of Physics, Northeastern University, Boston, Massachusetts 02115

2Center for Theoretical Physics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
3Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of California, Irvine, California 92697

4Department of Physics, University of Kentucky, Lexington, Kentucky 40502
~Received 13 February 2002; published 19 June 2002!

If extra spacetime dimensions and low-scale gravity exist, black holes will be produced in observable
collisions of elementary particles. For the next several years, ultrahigh-energy cosmic rays provide the most
promising window on this phenomenon. In particular, cosmic neutrinos can produce black holes deep in the
Earth’s atmosphere, leading to quasihorizontal giant air showers. We determine the sensitivity of cosmic ray
detectors to black hole production and compare the results to other probes of extra dimensions. Withn>4
extra dimensions, current bounds on deeply penetrating showers from AGASA already provide the most
stringent bound on low-scale gravity, requiring a fundamental Planck scaleMD.1.3–1.8 TeV. The Auger
Observatory will probeMD as large as 4 TeV and may observe on the order of a hundred black holes in 5 years.
We also consider the implications of angular momentum and possible exponentially suppressed parton cross
sections; including these effects, large black hole rates are still possible. Finally, we demonstrate that even if
only a few black hole events are observed, a standard model interpretation may be excluded by comparison
with Earth-skimming neutrino rates.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.65.124027 PACS number~s!: 04.70.2s, 04.50.1h, 13.15.1g, 96.40.Tv
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I. INTRODUCTION

Tiny black holes~BHs! can be produced in particle colli
sions with center-of-mass energies above the fundame
scale of gravity@1,2#, where they should be well-describe
semiclassically and thermodynamically@3#. In conventional
4-dimensional theories, viz., where the Planck sc
;1019 GeV is fundamental and the weak scale;1 TeV is
derived from it via some dynamical mechanism, the study
such BHs is far beyond the realm of experimental parti
physics. Over the past few years, however, physicists h
begun exploring an alternative approach to the long-stand
gauge hierarchy problem, wherein the weak scale beco
the fundamental scale of nature and the Planck scale is
rived from this, with the hierarchy in scales a consequenc
large or warped extra dimensions@4,5#. If this is the case, the
fundamental scale of gravity can beO(TeV), and BH pro-
duction and evaporation may be observed in collisions
elementary particles@6–10#.

If gravity indeed becomes strong at the TeV sca
ultrahigh-energy cosmic rays provide a powerful opportun
to probe BH production at super-Planckian energies@11#.
Cosmic rays with energies;1019 eV have been observe
@12#. They interact in the Earth’s atmosphere and crust w
center-of-mass energies;100 TeV, far beyond the reach o
present and planned manmade colliders. These cosmic
may therefore produce BHs, allowing cosmic ray detector
test the existence of TeV-scale gravity and extra dimens
by searching for evidence of BH production@11,13–16#. A
particularly promising signal is provided by ultrahigh-ener
cosmic neutrinos, which may produce BHs with cross s
tions two or more orders of magnitude above their stand
model ~SM! interactions. These BHs will decay promptly
a thermal distribution of SM particles. Of the order of
hundred BH events may be detected at the Auger Obse
0556-2821/2002/65~12!/124027~17!/$20.00 65 1240
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tory @11# as quasihorizontal, deeply penetrating showers w
distinctive properties@13#. The possibility of BH production
by cosmic rays supplements possible sub-Planckian sig
tures of low-scale gravity@17–21#.

In this article we extend previous work to derive boun
from the nonobservation of BH-initiated showers in curre
data at the Akeno Giant Air Shower Array~AGASA!. We
also extend previous analyses of BH discovery prospect
Auger, and discuss in detail the possibility of distinguishi
BH events from SM events. A preliminary version of som
of these results was presented in Ref.@22#.

We begin in Sec. II with an overview of TeV-scale gravit
We collect and review existing bounds on the fundamen
Planck scale in a uniform convention. In Sec. III we discu
semiclassical BH production, including the effects of angu
momentum and the production of Kerr BHs, as well as
proposed exponential suppression advocated by Volo
@23,24#. This is followed in Secs. IV and V by detailed dis
cussions of cosmogenic neutrino fluxes and ground array
periments, respectively.

Our results for event rates and new limits on the scale
higher-dimensional gravity are presented in Secs. VI and V
We begin with current data from AGASA. The AGASA Co
laboration has already reported no significant signal for n
trino air showers during an observation time~live! of 1710.5
days @25#. Given the standard assumption of a geome
black hole cross section, we find that this data implies
most stringent bound on the fundamental Planck scale to
for n>4 extra dimensions, exceeding limits derived@16#
from Fly’s Eye data@26# and also more stringent than th
constraints from graviton emission and exchange obtained
the CERNe1e2 collider LEP@27# and DO” @28# Collabora-
tions. In Sec. VII we then consider the prospects for B
production at the Auger Observatory. Tens of black ho
may be observed per year; conversely, nonobservation
©2002 The American Physical Society27-1
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ANCHORDOQUI, FENG, GOLDBERG, AND SHAPERE PHYSICAL REVIEW D65 124027
BHs will imply bounds as large as 4 TeV on the fundamen
Planck scale.

In Sec. VIII we note that comparison to Earth-skimmin
neutrino event rates@29–32# allows one to distinguish BH
events from SM events. This point was noted already in R
@11#, but was not considered in Ref.@16#, leading to weaker
conclusions. Here, we consider this point quantitatively a
find that, even with a handful of BH events, a SM explan
tion may be excluded based on event rates alone. If s
black holes created by cosmic rays will provide the first e
dence for extra dimensions and TeV-scale gravity, initiat
an era of detailed study of black hole properties at both c
mic ray detectors and future colliders, such as the CE
Large Hadron Collider~LHC! @9,10,33–37#. Our conclusions
are collected in Sec. IX.

II. EXISTING LIMITS ON LOW-SCALE GRAVITY

Depending on the dimensionality and the particular fo
of spacetime, the gauge hierarchy problem may be re
pressed as a hierarchy in length scales. In the canonica
ample @4#, spacetime is a direct product of a noncomp
4-dimensional spacetime manifold and a flat spatialn-torus
of common linear size 2pr c and volumeVn5(2pr c)

n. Only
gravity propagates in the full (41n)-dimensional spacetime
all others fields are confined to a 3-brane extended in
noncompact dimensions. Here, the low energy 4-dimensio
Planck scaleMPl is related to the fundamental scale of gra
ity in (41n) dimensions,M* , according to

MPl
2 5M

*
21nVn5Vn /G(41n) , ~1!

with G(41n) defined by the (41n)-dimensional Einstein
field equationRAB2 1

2 gAB528pG(41n)TAB . In what fol-
lows it will be convenient to work with the mass scale@38#

MD5@~2p!n/8p#1/(n12)M* , D541n. ~2!

If r c is significantly larger than the Planck length, a hierarc
is introduced betweenMPl and MD , and gravity becomes
strong in the entire (41n)-dimensional spacetime at th
scale MD far below the conventional Planck scaleMPl
;1019 GeV. Our conclusions will be essentially unchang
for more general ‘‘asymmetric’’ compactifications, with, e.g
p ‘‘small’’ dimensions with sizes&TeV21 and neff5n2p
large extra dimensions@39#. ~Note, however, that in this case
the production of brane configurations wrapped around sm
extra dimensions may be competitive with black hole p
duction@40#.! Many of our results for black hole productio
and detection also apply for warped compactifications@5# in
which the curvature length is much larger than a TeV21.
Hereafter, we will focus our discussion on bounds in fl
compactification scenarios. In the figures, forn51 results,
warped scenarios are implicit.

A. Bounds from Newtonian gravity

The provocative new features of these scenarios have
tivated many phenomenological studies to assess their
perimental viability. Naturally, the most obvious cons
12402
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quence of the existence of large compact dimensions is
deviation from Newtonian gravity at distances of orderr c .
For n51 and MD;1 TeV, r c;1013 cm, implying devia-
tions from Newtonian gravity over solar system distances
this case is empirically excluded. Forn52, sub-millimeter
tests of the gravitational inverse-square law constrainMD

.1.6 TeV @41#. For n>3, r c becomes microscopic an
therefore eludes the search for deviations in gravitatio
measurements.

B. Astrophysical bounds

In the presence of large compact dimensions, howe
the effects of gravity are enhanced at high energies, du
the accessibility of numerous excited states of the grav
@referred to as Kaluza-Klein~KK ! gravitons @42##, corre-
sponding to excitations of the graviton field in the compa
tified dimensions. For low numbers of extra dimensions,
far the most restrictive limits on the radii of large compa
dimensions come from the effects of KK graviton emissi
on cooling of supernovae, and from neutron star heating
KK decays @43#. For n52 the latter requiresMD
.600–1800 TeV, far above the weak scale; forn53, the
bound isMD.10–100 TeV. These limits apply only for th
situation where all extra dimensions have the same com
tification radius. In the general case, the bounds could be
restrictive.

C. Collider bounds

For n>4 extra dimensions, only high energy collision
are useful as probes. The effects of direct graviton emiss
including production of single photons orZ’s, were sought at
LEP @44#. The resulting bounds are fairly mode
independent, as the relatively low energies at LEP impl
negligible dependence on the soft-brane damping factor
cussed below. Forn54(6), these null results implyMD
.870(610) GeV@27#.

The effects of low-scale gravity can also be seen throu
virtual graviton effects. These are most stringently bound
by the DO” Collaboration, which recently reported@28# the
first results for virtual graviton effects at a hadron collide
The data collected atAs51.8 TeV for dielectron and dipho
ton production at the Fermilab Tevatron agree well with t
SM predictions and provide the most restrictive limits on
effectiveextra-dimensional Planck scale forn>4. This scale
~called LT in @38#, and related toMS in @45,46#! simply
parametrizes the KK graviton exchange amplitudes for th
processes: except for the different conventions used, t
simply convey the experimental limit in terms of an energ
independent four-point function. In the context of low-sca
gravity, the effective scale depends on bothG(41n) and on an
ultraviolet cutoff on the contributing KK modes@38,45,46#.
This cutoff represents the energy where emission of grav
modes from the brane into the extra dimensions are dam
by the effects of a nonrigid brane, and it is expected to be
orderG(41n)

21/(n12) .
In this work we will use a Gaussian cutoff@47,48#, which

emerges if one includes in the interaction the brane Go
7-2
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BLACK HOLES FROM COSMIC RAYS: PROBES OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 65 124027
stone modes. With this cutoff, a form factore2m2/2L2
is in-

troduced at each graviton-matter vertex, wherem is the mass
of the graviton andL parametrizes the cutoff. In real grav
ton emission processes, the effect of the cutoff is somew
alleviated because of finite cuts on the missing energy. H
ever, at LHC energies, the corrections become signific
@49# in the expected regionL,MD , and are of order 100%
when L/MD.0.5. For virtual processes, thes-channel
diphoton or dielectron amplitude has the form@38,45#

A5S~ ŝ!T

S~ ŝ!5
8p

MPl
2 (

,W

1

m22 ŝ

T5TmnTmn2
1

n12
Tm

mTn
n , ~3!

where the sum on,W denotes a sum over the KK gravito
modes, labeled by ann-dimensional lattice vector,W , with
graviton massesm5u,W u/r c . The first and secondTmn’s are
the stress tensors for the incomingqq̄,gg and outgoing

e1e2,gg states, respectively, andAŝ is the parton center-of
mass energy. The sum on,W may be approximated by a con
tinuous integration over KK masses, modified by the cuto
with the result@38,45#

S~ ŝ!5
Sn21

MD
21nE0

`mn21dme2m2/L2

m22 ŝ
, ~4!

where explicit integration over then21 angular variables
leads to the factorSn2152pn/2/G(n/2). The connection to
an effective four-point contact interaction in Refs.@38,45,46#
is made by settingŝ50 in Eq. ~4!. This allows an explicit
evaluation of the integration overm, with the result~for n
>3)

S~0!5pn/2
2

n22 S L

MD
D n22 1

MD
4

[
4p

LT
4

. ~5!

In the last line we have used the convention of Ref.@38# to
parametrize the four-point amplitude. At 95% C.L., the Tev
tron data requireLT.1.2 TeV. With the use of Eq.~5!, this
allows us to generate Table I, which shows the bounds
MD for n53, . . . ,7 and 0.5<L/MD<1. It is important to
note that~except for small variations for the case of Re
@46#, which permits a sign ambiguity in the amplitude! Table
I is independent of the conventions in [38,45,46]. We can see
that the lower bounds onMD depend on bothn andL. Typi-
cally, MD,min&1 TeV.

III. BH PRODUCTION IN PARTICLE COLLISIONS

The preceding section discussed some potentially obs
able consequences of scenarios with TeV-scale gravity,
the limits on the scale of higher-dimensional gravity resu
12402
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ing from their nonobservation. In particular, forn54 to 7,
the quoted lower limit onMD comes from the nonobserva
tion at DO” of processes involving KK gravitons. The spe
trum and interactions of KK gravitons are model-depende
to an increasing degree at increasing scales aboveMD . Here
we describe a more universal and model-independent pre
tion of low-scale gravity scenarios: the production in partic
collisions of microscopic BHs.

A. Geometric cross section

It has been argued@6# that BH formation should occur in
the scattering of two incident particles when their impa
parameter is approximately less than the Schwarzschild
dius of a BH of mass equal to their center-of-mass ene
Aŝ. This suggests a geometric cross section

ŝ'pr s
2 , ~6!

where

r s~MBH!5
1

MD
FMBH

MD
G1/(11n)F 2np (n23)/2GS n13

2 D
n12

G 1/(11n)

~7!

is the radius of a Schwarzschild BH of massMBH5Aŝ
@50,51# in 41n dimensions. Even if the incident particles a
stuck on the SM brane, the black hole formed should
treated as a fully (41n)-dimensional object in an asymptot
cally Minkowskian spacetime, as long asr s is small com-
pared tor c .

The cross section Eq.~6! grows likeŝ1/(n11), more rapidly
than any SM cross section. Thus, at energies sufficiently
aboveMD , BH production is expected to become the dom
nant process. Inpp collisions at the LHC, rates as high a
108 events per year have been predicted in scenarios
MD;1 TeV @9,10#.

In our investigation of BH production by cosmic rays, w
will be most interested in collisions of neutrinos with atm
spheric nucleons. Since, at the energy scale of interest, g
tational cross sections will be far smaller than the geome
area of a parton, we write thenN cross section as@11#

TABLE I. 95% C.L. lower limits onMD from the DO” Collabo-
ration at the Tevatron.

L/MD MD,min ~TeV!

n53 n54 n55 n56 n57

0.5 0.98 0.80 0.70 0.63 0.58
0.6 1.02 0.88 0.80 0.76 0.73
0.7 1.06 0.95 0.90 0.89 0.88
0.8 1.10 1.01 1.00 1.01 1.04
0.9 1.13 1.07 1.09 1.14 1.21
1.0 1.16 1.13 1.18 1.26 1.38
7-3
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FIG. 1. Cross sectionss(nN→BH) for n51, . . . ,7 from below for MD51 TeV, xmin51 ~solid! and 3 ~dashed!, and parton cross
sectionspr s

2 ~left! andpr s
2e2I E ~right!. The SM cross sections(nN→,X) ~dotted! is also shown.
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1

dxŝ i~Axs! f i~x,Q!, ~8!

wheres52mNEn , the sum is over all partons in the nucleo
and thef i are parton distribution functions. We set the m
mentum transferQ5min$MBH ,10 TeV%, where the upper
limit is from the CTEQ5M1 distribution functions@52#. The
cross sections(nN→BH) is highly insensitive to the detail
of this choice @11#. For example, choosing insteadQ
5min$rs

21 ,10 TeV% @14# changes BH production rates b
only 10% to 20%. For the conservativen fluxes considered
below, our results are also insensitive to lowx. @For concrete-
ness, however, we extrapolate tox,1025 assuming a powe
law behavior f i(x,Q)}x2[11l i (Q)] .# Finally, MBH

min is the
minimal BH mass for which Eq.~6! is expected to be valid
The appropriate choice ofMBH

min is subject to theoretical un
certainties, as discussed below. We define

xmin[MBH
min/MD ~9!

and present results for various 1<xmin<5. The dependence
of our event rates onxmin is found to be rather mild.

Cross sections for BH production by cosmic neutrinos
given in Fig. 1 forMD51 TeV; they scale as

s~nN→BH!}F 1

MD
2 G (21n)/(11n)

. ~10!

The SM cross section fornN→,X is also included for com-
parison.~Note that cross sections rise with increasingn for
fixed MD , whereas they decrease for increasingn for fixed
M* .! As noted in Ref.@11#, in contrast to the SM process
BH production is not suppressed by perturbative coupli
and is enhanced by the sum over all partons, particularly
gluon. As a result of these effects, BH production may
ceed deep inelastic scattering rates in the SM by two or m
orders of magnitude.

Although greatly reduced by the cross section for BH p
duction, neutrino interaction lengths

L51.73107 kmwe S pb

s D ~11!
12402
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are still far larger than the Earth’s atmospheric depth, wh
is only 0.36 kmwe even when traversed horizontally. Ne
trinos therefore produce BHs uniformly at all atmosphe
depths. As a result, the most promising signal of BH creat
by cosmic rays will be quasihorizontal showers initiated
neutrinos deep in the atmosphere. For showers with la
enough zenith angles, the likelihood of interaction is ma
mized and the background from hadronic cosmic rays
eliminated, since these shower high in the atmosphere.

Once produced, the BH will Hawking evaporate, provid
the semiclassical approximation is valid. In this case
Schwarzschild BH will behave like a thermodynamic syste
with temperature

TH5
n11

4pr s
~12!

and entropy

S5
2p (n13)/2

4GDGS n13

2 D r s
n125

4p MBH r s

n12
. ~13!

According to the semiclassical description, a BH pr
duced in a scattering event should be regarded as an i
mediate state, which decays on a time scale

t;
1

MD
S MBH

MD
D (31n)/(11n)

. ~14!

Sincet,10225 s for MD*1 TeV andMBH&10 TeV, the
decay is effectively instantaneous. In the decay process,
ticles will be radiated into all available SM channels, in
quanta with energies typically of orderTH or above. These
decays are predicted to lead to highly distinctive signals
collider events@9,10,33#, with high multiplicity, large trans-
verse energy, hard leptons and jets, and a characteristic
of hadronic to leptonic activity.

The magnitude of the entropy determines the validity
this picture. Thermal fluctuations due to particle emission
small whenS@1 @53#, and statistical fluctuations in the m
crocanonical ensemble are small forAS@1 @9#. For
7-4
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BLACK HOLES FROM COSMIC RAYS: PROBES OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 65 124027
MBH /MD55, Eq.~13! givesS ranging from 29 forn54 to
25 for n57. ForMBH /MD53 ~or 1!, S is about 13~or 3! for
n between 4 and 7.

In searches for BH mediated events at colliders, it is
sential to setxmin high enough that the decay branching r
tios predicted by the semiclassical picture of BH evaporat
are reliable, as there are very large QCD backgrounds,
the extraction of signal from background relies on knowi
the BH decay branching ratios reliably. This is especia
true if one is attempting to determine discovery limits, whe
the overall rates for BH production are not necessarily lar
Thus, in collider searches, a cutoff ofxmin55 or more may
be appropriate.

By contrast, the search for deeply penetrating quasih
zontal showers initiated by BH decays can afford to be m
less concerned with the details of the final state, since
background is, relative to colliders, almost nonexistent. A
result, the signal relies only on the existence of visible de
products, which, in this context, includes all particles oth
than neutrinos, muons, and gravitons. Indeed, there is
little about the final state, other than its total energy and
some degree its multiplicity and electromagnetic compon
@13#, that we can reasonably expect to observe, since deta
reconstruction of prompt decay particles is not possible
cosmic ray detectors. Thus, it seems reasonable to choo
significantly lower value ofMBH

min than is needed for collide
searches; in our estimates of rates below we will takexmin as
low as 1. While BHs of mass aroundMD will be outside the
semiclassical regime, it seems quite reasonable to expec
they, or their stringy progenitors, will nevertheless decay v
ibly, whatever stringy or quantum gravitational descripti
applies.

As an illustration, we examine the scattering in the str
regime. Forn56 large extra dimensions,Ms;gs

1/4M* (Ms

5string scale;gs5string coupling). As shown in@1#, the

string cross sections saturates to;1/Ms
2 for Aŝ.Ms /gs

~or in terms ofM* , s;M
*
22 gs

21/2 for Aŝ.M* /gs
3/4). As

noted in@36# this matches the classical black hole cross s
tion at an energyMs /gs

2;M* /gs
7/4. Thus, if gs is not too

small ~implying a small hierarchy betweenMs andM* ), the
transition to the geometric cross section is rapid. In this w

we adopt a minimum energyAŝ;MD.3M* ~for n56), so
that while there are probably stringy corrections, the cr
section should be substantially geometric.

B. Uncertainties in the cross section

Although the details of the process by which BHs dec
are not of great concern to us, the production process i
central importance, since our rates~and the lower limits we
will be able to set onMD) will depend directly on the form
of the cross section. It should be emphasized that the he
tic arguments on which Eq.~6! is based only determines up
to an overall factor of order one. Even at the classical le
our conclusions could be significantly affected by theoreti
uncertainties in this factor, four sources of which we no
discuss.
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1. Mass ejection

Classical general relativity calculations@54# indicate that
the mass of a BH formed in a head-on collision is somew
less~about 16% less! than the total center-of-mass energy.
least in four dimensions, this suggests that the formula
~6! should be modified by replacingr s(MBH) by
r s(0.84MBH), leading to a slight reduction ofs. Very re-
cently, corresponding calculations in more than four dime
sions have been presented@55#.

2. Angular momentum

The analytic techniques used to study head-on collisi
are not applicable to collisions at nonzero impact parame
Thus the claim that a BH will be produced whenb

&r s(Aŝ) can only be expected to be true up to a numeri
factor.

One issue that arises at nonzero impact parameter tha
can address is that the BHs formed will have angular m
mentum@34#. In particular, the Schwarzschild radius appe
ing in the formula Eq.~7! should more accurately be re
placed by the radius of a Kerr BH of the appropriate angu
momentum. This will alter the critical impact parameter
which a BH will form, for givenŝ. For two particles each o
energyE in the center-of-mass frame colliding with impa
parameterb, the total angular momentum with respect to t
center of mass isJ52(b/2)E5bMBH/2. So the maximum
impact parameter at which a BH will form should occur a
value ofb for which the radiusr k(M ,J5bMBH/2) of a Kerr
BH andb are equal. The Kerr radius satisfies@50#

MBH5cnr k
n21@r k

21~n12!2J2/4MBH
2 #

5cnr k
n21@r k

21~n12!2b2/16# ~15!

with cn an n-dependent constant. Settingr k5b we get

MBH5cnr k
n11@11~n12!2/16#. ~16!

Since for a Schwarzschild BH,MBH5cnr s
n11 , the cross sec-

tion in Eq. ~6! should be corrected to

ŝ'pr k
2~MBH ,J!

5@11~n12!2/16#22/(n11)pr s
2~MBH!. ~17!

For 1<n<7, the correction factor is remarkably stabl
ranging from 0.62 to 0.64. This result has been recently c
firmed@55# in a classical analysis of black hole formation f
collisions with nonzero impact parameter. We see, then,
including the effect of angular momentum also leads to
small reduction ofs.

3. Subrelativistic limit

While the corrections related to mass ejection and ang
momentum both appear to decreases by factors of order 1,
another potential correction to the naive cross section Eq.~6!
could enhance it by a more-than-compensating fac
Namely, the critical impact parameter may be somew
larger than the radius of the BH formed. An argument th
7-5
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supports this conjecture may be given in the case where
incident particles are subrelativistic with rest mass appro
matelyE5MBH/2. In this case, the incident particles may
treated as BHs with massMBH/2. If b<2r s(MBH/2), they
will touch as they pass, and thus merge into a BH of m
MBH . In this regime, we expect as an approximate low
bound ons of

s*pb25p@2r s~MBH/2!#254n/(n11)pr s~MBH!2.
~18!

For largen, the correction factor approaches 4. Of cour
the situation may change considerably in the ultrarelativi
limit, but this estimate, in a limit that we understand, at le
makes it plausible that the correct coefficient in Eq.~6! might
be larger than 1. Thus our choice to takes5pr s

2 may well
turn out to be conservative.

4. Gravitational infall and capture

It could also be argued that the cross section of Eq.~6! is
too small, because it supposes that a black hole only fo
when the two particles come within a Schwarzschild rad
of each other, when in fact we expect that gravitational c
lapse will occur for somewhat larger impact parameters
well. Another problem with Eq.~6! is that while the cross
section is measured with respect to the flat geometry of
asymptotic region, the Schwarzschild radius is a property
the highly curved region close to the singularity@56#.

A better measure of the cross-sectional area assoc
with a black hole of given mass, which overcomes the
objections, is given by the classical cross section for pho
capture@57#. If a beam of parallel light rays is sent in to
wards a Schwarzschild black hole from the asymptotica
Minkowskian region of spacetime, the black hole’s classi
cross section is defined to be the cross-sectional area o
portion of the beam that gets captured. In four dimensio
one finds from the geodesic equation~see, e.g., Ref.@57#!
that

s5pbc
2527pG4

2MBH
2 , ~19!

independent of the energies of the incoming photons.~The
relevance of this cross section for black hole production
been independently argued in Ref.@58#.! The maximum im-
pact parameterbc at which capture occurs is about 2.6 tim
as large as the Schwarzschild radius, and the cross secti
enhanced by a factor of 27/4. A straightforward extension
this calculation to Schwarzschild black holes in 41n dimen-
sions gives@7#

bc5
~31n!(1/2)„(31n)/(11n)…

21/(11n)A11n
r s . ~20!

For n51, the cross section is 4 times larger than the cr
section of Eq.~6!, and forn57, it is still 87% larger. Thus
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the enhancement suggested by this definition of the c
section could be significant and could easily offset other p
sible reductions.1

C. Exponential suppression?

Quantum mechanical corrections to the amplitude for B
production may be even more significant than classical
certainties. In particular, Voloshin@23,24# has proposed tha
the cross section of Eq.~6! should be modified by an expo
nential suppression factor

s;pr s
2e2I E, ~21!

with I E the Euclidean Gibbons-Hawking action for the BH
which, in terms of the entropy of Eq.~13!, is

I E5
S

n11
. ~22!

In part, Voloshin’s critique is based on previous attem
to calculate amplitudes for the production of classical fie
configurations~in which the multiplicity is greater than the
inverse coupling! from initial quantum states. The intrinsi
cally nonperturbative nature of such processes suggests
ploying an instantonlike approximation, which could lead
exponential suppression. Such an approach can be t
even for processes that are semiclassically allowed~such as
multi-Higgs production@59,60#! that do not require tunneling
in order to take place. The problem is not yet solved. F
example, a recent lattice simulation@61# shows no evidence
for the enhancement of large multiplicity amplitudes ma
fest in perturbation theory, perhaps counter-indicating
formation of a classical field state in the quantum collisio

We are cognizant of the uniqueness of gravitation~such as
the onset of strong coupling forŝ.MD

2 ), and the support in
favor of the geometric cross section based on classical
culations for both vanishing@54# and nonvanishing@55# im-
pact parameter. An additional supporting argument based
a string calculation has been given@36#, and the applicability
of CPT arguments when comparing black hole formation a
decay, an element in Voloshin’s criticism@23#, has been
questioned@58,62#. Nevertheless, for completeness, we w
also present results below for the exponentially suppres
cross section of Eq.~21!. For cosmic rays, we will see tha
even with Voloshin’s suppression factor included, use
bounds will emerge after 5 years of operation of Auger.

1A somewhat more refined estimate of the cross section wo
take into account the rotation of the black hole. One may deriv
geodesic equation for null geodesics in the equatorial plane
rotating black hole~since the incoming particlesare in the equato-
rial plane!, and calculate the impact parameterb(MBH ,a) at infinite
distance from a black hole of massMBH and rotation parametera
~as defined in Refs.@50,57#!. In four dimensions, the extremal valu
a5MBH givesb52MBH , reproducing the cross section of Eq.~6!.
7-6
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IV. THE COSMOGENIC NEUTRINO FLUX

Among the many possible sources of ultrahigh-ene
neutrinos, the cosmogenic flux is the most reliable. This n
trino flux relies only on the assumption that the observ
extremely high-energy cosmic rays contain nucleons and
primarily extragalactic in origin. If the charge of the prim
ries satisfiesZ&O(1), asrecently reported@63#, an extraga-
lactic origin is almost guaranteed, as the observed ne
isotropic angular distribution strongly disfavors galactic d
sources@64#. Moreover, even if the absence of the Greise
Zatsepin-Kuzmin~GZK! cutoff @65# on cosmic ray energie
is a reflection of our coincidental position near a nucleus
nucleon-emitting source, one still expects the full co
mogenic neutrino flux.

Briefly, the argument for this is as follows@66#: the
known astrophysical environments~within a few Mpc of the
Earth! are not among the most powerful, but~in principle!
can produce hadronic cosmic rays with the desired ener
when parameters are stretched to their limits. Thus if th
less powerful sources can accelerate particles ab
1020 eV, it must be that more powerful distant sources~such
as Fanaroff-Riley II radiogalaxies! can accelerate proton
above the photopion threshold, giving rise to the cosmoge
neutrino flux. Moreover, the approximately smooth pow
law behavior of the observed spectrum above 1019 eV @12#
seems to indicate that any ‘‘local source’’ contribution shou
be comparable to that of all other sources in the unive
Otherwise, one should invoke an apparently miraculo
matching of spectra to account for the smoothness of
spectrum. This smoothness will provide the basis for obta
ing the cosmogenic neutrino flux, as discussed in what
lows.

The chain reaction generating these cosmogenic ne
nos, triggered by GZK pion photo-production, is well know
@67,68#. The resulting neutrino flux depends critically on th
cosmological evolution of the cosmic ray sources and
their proton injection spectra@69–71#. The high energy tail
of the neutrino spectrum can also receive a significant c
tribution from semilocal sources, such as the Virgo clus
@72#. Additionally, there is a weak dependence on the det
of the cosmological expansion of the universe. For exam
a small cosmological constant tends to increase the contr
tion to neutrino fluxes from higher redshifts@71#.

In our analysis we adopt the cosmogenic neutrino fl
estimates of Protheroe and Johnson~PJ! @70#. We consider
their nm1 n̄m estimate with an injection spectrum wit
Ecutoff5331021 eV. In addition tonm andn̄m , electron neu-
trinos also contribute to black hole production. In the hi
energy peak, thene , nm , and n̄m fluxes are nearly identica
@71#, and we include thisne flux in our analysis. The study o
PJ incorporates the source cosmological evolution from e
mates@73# of the power per comoving volume injected
protons by powerful radio galaxies, taking into account
radio luminosity functions given in Ref.@74#. The shape of
the resulting neutrino spectrum is shown in Fig. 2. The fl
peaks aroundE'231017 eV, which is roughly the same
energy suggested by other analyses following a source
lution proportional to (11z)4 @69,71#. To explore possible
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additional contributions from semilocal nucleon sources,
also consider below the cosmogenic neutrino flux estima
of Hill and Schramm~HS! @72#, which are also given in Fig
2. A flux estimate of Stecker is also given there. As noted
@11#, the PJ, HS, and Stecker fluxes all yield approximat
the same rates for BH production.

We stress that the PJ flux agrees with the most rec
estimate@71# in the entire energy range, whereas the sp
trum obtained in earlier calculations@69# is somewhat nar-
rower, probably as a result of different assumptions rega
ing the propagation of protons. The PJ analysis is perform
within Friedmann cosmology with vanishing cosmologic
constantL, q050.5, andH0575 km s21 Mpc21, assum-
ing an extragalactic magnetic field of 1 nG and a sou
spectrum proportional toE22 up to redshiftsz59. The ex-
tension to cosmological models withLÞ0 would not pro-
duce remarkable changes. For example, forVM50.3 and
VL50.7, the neutrino flux is increased by a factor of,1.7
@71#.

V. ACCEPTANCE OF SURFACE ARRAYS FOR NEUTRINO
SHOWERS

Ultrahigh-energy cosmic neutrinos may be detected
ground arrays and fluorescence detectors on the surfac
the Earth, as well as by space-based fluorescence dete
and neutrino telescopes beneath the Earth’s surface. Her
concentrate on ground arrays, and consider two promin
examples: AGASA, the largest surface array currently in o
eration, and the Auger Observatory now under construct

AGASA consists of 111 scintillation detectors each
area 2.2 m2, spread over an area of 100 km2 with 1 km
spacing@75#. The array detectors are connected and c
trolled through a sophisticated optical fiber network. The
ray also contains a number of shielded scintillation detec
which provide information about the muon content of t
showers. The full AGASA experiment has been runni
since 1992, and has recorded the majority of events claim
to have energies above the GZK cutoff.

FIG. 2. Cosmogenicnm1 n̄m1ne fluxes from Protheroe and
Johnson with an energy cutoff of 331021 eV ~solid! @70#, Hill and
Schramm~dashed! @72#, and a previous estimate by Stecker witho
source evolution~dotted! @68#. See text for discussion.
7-7
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ANCHORDOQUI, FENG, GOLDBERG, AND SHAPERE PHYSICAL REVIEW D65 124027
The Auger Observatory is a hybrid experiment, with tw
sites~one in the northern hemisphere and one in the so
ern!, each covering an area of 3000 km2 and consisting of
1600 particle detectors overviewed by 4 fluorescence de
tors @76#. The surface array stations are cylindrical wa
Čerenkov detectors with area 10 m2, spaced 1.5 km from
each other in a hexagonal grid. Event timing is made p
sible through global positioning system receivers. The o
cal system uses the fluorescence technique pioneered b
University of Utah’s Fly’s Eye detector@77#. ‘‘Golden
events,’’ events detected by both methods simultaneou
will be extremely valuable for experimental calibratio
However, atmospheric fluorescence detection is poss
only on clear, dark nights, and so the golden event rat
expected to be less than 10% of the total event rate.
consider only the ground array below. The full southern s
is scheduled for completion in 2003. Its engineering array
1/40 of the full size, is now complete and is already detect
giant air showers@78#.

A surface array’s acceptance for neutrino detection m
be expressed, in units of km3 water equivalent steradian
(km3we sr), as@79#

A~E!5SE
umin

umax
2p sinuduE

0

hmax r0

rwater

3e2h/HP~E,u,h!dh, ~23!

where S is the area of the ground array,r0'1.15
31023rwater is the density of the atmosphere at ground lev
H'8 km, hmax515 km, andP(E,u,h) is the probability of
detecting a shower with energyE and zenith angleu that
begins at altitudeh. The minimum zenith angle is set by th
desire to separate deep neutrino-initiated showers from
showers initiated by hadronic primaries. Typically, a min
mum zenith angle in the range 60°,umin,75° is imposed.
This range corresponds to atmospheric slant depths of 2
to 4000 g/cm2. ~See Fig. 3.! The maximum zenith angleumax
varies from analysis to analysis. For example, in an anal

FIG. 3. Slant depths corresponding to various zenith ang
u.
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of fully contained showers, a value ofumax below 90° is
required for showers to deposit all of their energy within t
array.

Reliable Monte Carlo simulations to determine Auge
acceptance for quasihorizontal showers have been perfor
by several groups@79,80#. Of course, the acceptance depen
on the amount and type of energy generated by neut
interactions in the atmosphere. For example, the charged
rent interactionnmp→m1X produces a muon that carrie
approximately 80% of the incoming energy and is not dete
able at Auger. Acceptances for both electromagnetic and h
ronic showers have been determined in Ref.@80#. BHs decay
thermally, according to the number of degrees of freed
available, and so their decays are mainly hadronic. We th
fore adopt the hadronic acceptance of Ref.@80# including
partially contained showers with zenith anglesu.75°. The
acceptance is given in Fig. 4. Partially contained showe
where the shower axis does not pass through the array, do
contribute significantly to the Auger acceptance for show
energies below 1010 GeV.

The AGASA Collaboration has searched for deeply pe
etrating showers@25,81#. In these studies, they find that, fo
showers with energy above 1010 GeV and the requisite ze
nith angle, the detection probabilityP becomes effectively
100% and independent of altitude@25#. For these energies
then, Eq.~23! may be rewritten as

A~E.1010 GeV!'~SV!eff~E!E
0

hmax r0

rwater
e2h/Hdh, ~24!

where

~SV!eff~E![SE
umin

umax
2p sinuP~E,u!du ~25!

is the ‘‘effective area3 solid angle’’ @82#. Acceptances for
extremely energetic showers may then be quoted in term
(SV)eff . The AGASA Collaboration has searched for deep
penetrating showers of any origin in Ref.@81#. They find
none with energy above 1010 GeV in 9.73107 s of expo-

s FIG. 4. Ground array acceptances for quasihorizontal air sh
ers at the Auger Observatory~solid! and AGASA~dashed!. See text
for discussion.
7-8
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BLACK HOLES FROM COSMIC RAYS: PROBES OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 65 124027
sure. Given an upper bound of 2.44 events at 90% C.L., th
they derive a flux limit for deeply penetrating showers
1.9310210 km22 sr21 s21, which implies (SV)eff
5132 km2 sr for quasihorizontal air showers. Equivalent
given Eq.~24!, the AGASA acceptance for neutrino initiate
events is

A~E.1010 GeV!'1.0 km3we sr. ~26!

This acceptance is roughly 30 times smaller than the n
trino acceptance of Auger, as one would naively guess fr
the ratio between the Auger and AGASA surface areas.
lower energies, since the separation between detecto
smaller at AGASA than at Auger, a conservative approac
to model the AGASA acceptance as that of Auger reduced
a factor of 30. We adopt this estimate for energies below
3108 GeV, and interpolate smoothly between this and E
~26! for energies 53108 GeV,En,1010 GeV. The result-
ing AGASA acceptance is shown in Fig. 4.

VI. NEW BOUNDS FROM AGASA

Given the cross sections, apertures, and fluxes discu
above, the number of BHs detected by a given experimen

N5E dEn NA

dF

dEn
s~En!A~En!T, ~27!

where A(En) is the experiment’s acceptance in cm3we sr,
NA56.02231023 is Avogadro’s number,dF/dEn is the
source flux of neutrinos, andT is the running time of the
detector. We now determine current bounds on BH prod
tion from the AGASA experiment. In the next section, w
examine future prospects for BH detection at the Auger O
servatory.

The AGASA Collaboration has searched for deeply p
etrating quasihorizontal showers@25#. The depth at which a
shower is initiated is, of course, not directly measurable i
ground array. However, the electromagnetic component
far showers are extinguished by ground level, leaving on
muon component, whereas for deeply penetrating show
both electromagnetic and muon components are detected
exploiting this difference, deeply penetrating quasihorizon
showers may be distinguished from showers induced by h
ronic cosmic rays.

Relative to showers with muon components only, show
with eletromagnetic components have charged particle d
sities that are more concentrated near the shower axis,
their shower fronts are more curved. The depth at sho
maximumXmax may then be determined through its corre
tion to two measurable quantities:h, which parametrizes the
lateral distribution of charged particles, andd, which param-
etrizes the curvature of the shower front. The values ofXmax

as determined by these correlations, denotedXmax
h andXmax

d ,
are then required to be large to distinguish candidate neut
events from showers induced by hadronic cosmic rays.

In 1710.5 days of data recorded from December 1995
November 2000, the AGASA Collaboration found 6 can
date events withXmax

h ,Xmax
d >2500 g/cm2. The expected
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background from hadronic showers is 1.7220.0720.41
10.1410.65, where

the first uncertainty is from Monte Carlo statistics, and t
second is systematic. Of the 6 candidate events, howev
have values of Xmax

h and/or Xmax
d that barely exceed

2500 g/cm2, and are well withinDXmax of this value, where
DXmax is the estimated precision with whichXmax can be
reconstructed. The AGASA Collaboration thus conclud
that there is no significant enhancement of deeply pene
ing shower rates given the detector’s resolution.

The AGASA results imply lower bounds on the scale
low-scale gravity, assuming the conservative cosmoge
fluxes of Sec. IV. For these fluxes, the expected rate
deeply penetrating showers at AGASA from SM neutri
interactions is about 0.02 events per year, and so neglig
Given 1 event that unambiguously passes all cuts, and
central value of 1.72 background events, the AGASA res
imply an upper bound of 3.5 black hole events at 95% C
@83#.

The 3.5 event contour is given for various dimensionsn in
Fig. 5. Forxmin51, the absence of deeply penetrating sho
ers in the AGASA data implies

n54: MD.1.3–1.5 TeV

n57: MD.1.6–1.8 TeV. ~28!

Results forxmin53 are also given in Fig. 5. They imply
MD.1.0–1.1 TeV forn54, andMD.1.1–1.3 TeV forn
57; even forxmin53, these bounds exceed or are compe
tive with all existing collider and astrophysical bounds. A
argued in Sec. III A,xmin51 is a reasonable assumption f
the present application, as the derivation of limits relies o
on the assumption that BHs or their lighter progenitors w
mass aroundMD decay visibly. This assumption is violate
only if their decays are limited to neutrinos, gravitons, a
muons.

The range in Eq.~28! is from considering both PJ and H
fluxes. As noted in Ref.@11#, the dependence of the bound

FIG. 5. 95% C.L. lower bound onMD from nonobservation of
quasihorizontal air showers in 1710.5 live days at AGASA f
xmin51 ~solid! and 3~dashed!, assuming the cosmogenic neutrin
flux of Protheroe and Johnson~lower! and Hill and Schramm~up-
per!.
7-9
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ANCHORDOQUI, FENG, GOLDBERG, AND SHAPERE PHYSICAL REVIEW D65 124027
on variations in the evaluations of cosmogenic fluxes
weak. These bounds are conservative in that larger non
mogenic fluxes, as predicted by some models and, as ma
indicated by super-GZK cosmic rays, will strengthen the
possibly dramatically. Note also that we have neglected
hancements to cosmic neutrino interactions from s
Planckian extra-dimensional physics, which are more mo
dependent, but can only serve to strengthen these boun

The bounds of Eq.~28! are, of course, subject to theO(1)
uncertainties inherent in the parton level cross section. Gi
this cross section, however, they are direct bounds on
fundamental Planck scaleMD , and are not subject to th
uncertainties inherent in collider bounds, such as the ch
of brane softening parameterL discussed in Sec. II C. Any
comparison of collider and cosmic ray bounds is then sub
to the independent uncertainties associated with each bo
Nevertheless, forn>4, given the geometric BH cross se
tion, the AGASA limit is more stringent than all existin
collider bounds for all choices ofL/MD<1.

FIG. 6. 95% C.L. upper and lower bounds onMD for variousn,
given 6 candidate events above a background of 1.72 in 1710.5
days at AGASA, and ascribing the excess to BH production.
assumexmin51 and the cosmogenic neutrino flux of Protheroe a
Johnson.
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Before leaving the AGASA results, we derive their imp
cations for extra dimensions if taken at face value. Give
events with an expected background of 1.72 events, the
pected signal is 0.86 to 11 events at 95% C.L. The prefer
region of the (n,MD) plane is given in Fig. 6.~In Fig. 6, and
all following figures, we use the PJ flux. The HS flux yield
slightly larger rates.! The evidence for BH production~or
any other anomaly! is speculative, given the statistics and t
peculiarities of the data noted above. However, this anal
shows the power of cosmic ray measurements for prob
extra dimensions. The preferred Planck scales are not pro
by any other experiment. At the same time, they will
thoroughly explored in the near future at larger cosmic
experiments, such as the Auger Observatory, to which
now turn.

VII. FUTURE PROBES AT AUGER

Given the apertures discussed in Sec. V, it is a sim
matter to estimate the BH event rate for Auger. The num
of detected BH events are given in Fig. 7 for variousn as a
function of MD . The Auger ground array is expected to b
come fully operational in 2003. We assume a running time
5 years, roughly the data expected before the LHC beg
For xmin51, Auger will probe fundamental Planck scales
large asMD54 TeV. ForMD'1 TeV andn>4, 100 BHs
could be detected.

Given the prospects for fairly high statistics, detailed B
studies are in principle possible. While BHs with mass n
MD are in some sense of the greatest interest, for deta
studies, one might first restrict attention to more mass
BHs ~more energetic showers!, where the semiclassical de
scription of BHs is expected to be justified. The distributi
of BH masses in cosmic ray collisions is given in Fig.
They are concentrated nearMD , but the event rate is re
duced by onlyO(1) factors forxmin as large as 5. This con
trasts strongly with the case at colliders, where there is li
energy to spare, cross sections are suppressed by two p
distribution functions, and event rates are reduced by
orders of magnitude forxmin55 relative toxmin51 @10#. Total

ve
e
d

FIG. 7. Event rates in 5 years for the Auger ground array forxmin51 ~left! and 3~right!.
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BLACK HOLES FROM COSMIC RAYS: PROBES OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 65 124027
event rates forxmin53 are also given in Fig. 7. Even fo
xmin53, we find that;100 BHs may be detected forMD
near 1 TeV.

The dependence of BH event rates on running timeT is
given in Fig. 9. The event rate contours rise rapidly
first—in even the first few months, Auger will be sensitive
values ofMD beyond present experiments.

If no enhancement of quasihorizontal showers is se
Auger will set stringent limits on low-scale gravity and sc
narios with extra dimensions. To determine these limits,
again assume the cosmogenic fluxes of Sec. IV and that
SM sources of deeply penetrating showers are observe
contrast to AGASA, SM neutrino interactions lead to obse
able rates—given the cross section of Fig. 1, 0.5 events
year are expected. In addition, as at AGASA, hadronic sh

FIG. 8. Event rates for BHs with mass aboveMBH
min at the Auger

ground array as a function ofMBH
min/MD for n51, . . . ,7from below,

assumingMD51 TeV, 5 years running time, and parton cross s
tion pr s

2 ~solid! andpr s
2e2I E ~dashed!.
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ers may fake deeply penetrating showers. As noted ab
the Auger aperture of Sec. V assumes zenith anglesu.75°,
corresponding to slant depths ofXmax*4000 g/cm2, signifi-
cantly more stringent than for the AGASA study@25#. Nev-
ertheless, hadronic showers may be a significant backgro
We know of no detailed study, but consider the possibility
nB background events from hadronic showers in 5 years
low.

Given these assumptions, the expected background
years is roughly 21nB events. To determine the expecte
limit on BH production we assume that 21nB deeply pen-
etrating events are in fact observed. At 95% C.L., then,
upper bound on signal events fornB50, 5, and 10 is 4.7, 6.8
and 8.3 events, respectively. In Fig. 9, contours for th
event rates are also given. We find that, fornB<10, xmin

51, andn56, if no events above background are observ
Auger will extend current bounds onMD to above 2 TeV
after the first year of live time. After 5 years, forxmin51,
Auger will set a limit ofMD*3 TeV for n>4. In conjunc-
tion with astrophysical bounds, this will requireMD
*3 TeV for all n, significantly straining attempts to identif
the Planck scale with the weak scale in scenarios of la
extra dimensions. Note that we have neglected mod
dependent sub-Planckian effects that may increase the
and strengthen the bounds presented here.

Finally, we consider the impact of the proposed expon
tial suppression of BH production cross sections. In Fig.
we show the dependence onxmin5MBH

min/MD for black hole
event rates including this suppression. Forxmin51, the expo-
nential suppression is not particularly severe, reducing ev
rates by factors of 3 for largen. Of course, the impact is
much larger for largerxmin . In Fig. 10, we show the numbe
of BHs observed in timeT for parton cross sectionpr s

2e2I E.
For xmin51, Auger may still see tens of BHs in 5 years, a
will extend current bounds toMD'2.5 TeV. Forxmin53,

-

5%
ers
FIG. 9. BH event rates at the Auger ground array forn56 andxmin51 ~left! and 3~right!. The dashed contours indicate the expected 9
C.L. lower bound onMD in the absence of physics beyond the SM and assumenB50, 5, and 10 background events from hadronic show
~from above!. The geometric cross sectionpr s

2 is assumed.
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FIG. 10. BH event rates as in Fig. 9, but for parton cross sectionpr s
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the event rates are quite suppressed, but a few BH event
still observable in 5 years.

VIII. DISTINGUISHING BLACK HOLES FROM SM
EVENTS WITH EARTH-SKIMMING NEUTRINOS

If an excess of quasihorizontal showers is observed, h
can it be identified as arising from BH events? After all,
first sight, an excess may arise simply from an enhan
flux. With sufficient statistics, a SM explanation may be e
cluded based on shower properties, as black hole sho
differ markedly from those produced by SM charged a
neutral current neutrino interactions@13#. It may also be pos-
sible to confirm specific predictions of BH production b
verifying Hawking radiation through correlations betwe
Xmax and shower energy@11#.

It is also possible, however, to differentiate BH from S
events by considering additional constraints on ultrahi
energy neutrino properties. In particular, comparison w
Earth-skimming neutrino rates may allow one to distingu
BH and SM interpretations@11#. In this section, we develop
this possibility quantitatively, focusing on the question
excluding a SM interpretation for BH events. We also co
ment briefly on the task of differentiating black hole even
from other new physics possibilities at the end of this s
tion.

At ultrahigh energies, even the SM neutrino cross sec
is large enough that upward-going neutrinos are blocked
the Earth. However, neutrinos that skim the Earth, travel
at low angles along chords with lengths of order their int
action length, are not@29–32#. These Earth-skimming neu
trinos may then convert to charged leptons in the Ear
crust, and the resulting charged leptons may emerge into
atmosphere, producing a signal in cosmic ray detectors
schematic picture of such an event is given in the top pa
of Fig. 11. The best signal is fromt leptons. Unlike electrons
that do not escape the Earth’s crust, or muons that do
produce any visible signal in the atmosphere, taus can tr
for tens of km in rock, escape, and then decay in the at
sphere, leading to spectacular showers and observable
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of order 1 per year in both ground arrays@29# and fluores-
cence detectors@30#. The optimal angle for Earth-skimming
neutrinos is energy dependent. ForEn;108 (1010) GeV,
the optimal angle relative to the horizon is;3°(1°). Given
the angular resolution of cosmic ray detectors, these Ea
skimming events are easily differentiated from standard h
zontal neutrino showers.

The scenario changes radically in the presence of a
nificant cross section for BH production. First, BHs dec
largely to hadrons, which do not escape the Earth. Such
event is pictured in the bottom panel of Fig. 11. Of cour
BHs also have a significant leptonic branching fraction, b
leptons from BH decay carry only a fraction of the initi
neutrino energy, and their detection rate is therefore hig
suppressed. The probability of detecting BHs produced in
Earth by ground arrays and surface fluorescence detecto
therefore insignificant. Second, a sufficiently large BH cro
section also depletes the original neutrino beam through
sorption, leading to a substantial suppression of all Ea
skimming events, including those in the top panel of Fig.

To determine the effects of BH production on Eart
skimming rates, we consider here a simple analysis tha
nevertheless sufficient to isolate the functional depende
of Earth-skimming rates on cross section parameters.

FIG. 11. Top: A neutrino enters the Earth and converts into
charged lepton, which exits the Earth and may be detected. Bot
A neutrino enters the Earth and produces a BH, which is capture
the Earth.
7-12
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analysis extends the discussion of Ref.@30#, where additional
details and discussion may be found.

Consider a flux of neutrinos with energyE0. Given the
high energies required for detection, the most relevant e
gies are E0;109–1010 GeV, even for cosmogenic flux
evaluations peaked at somewhat lower energies, and we
therefore limit the discussion to this rather narrow band
energy. Earth-skimming events occur in the Earth’s cru
and so the relevant neutrinos and taus sample only
Earth’s surface density,rs'2.65 g/cm3. In the SM, the neu-
trino’s path length is

LCC
n 5@NArssCC

n #21, ~29!

whereNA.6.02231023 g21 andsCC
n is the charged curren

cross section forEn5E0. ~We neglect neutral current inter
actions, which at these energies serve only to reduce
neutrino energy by approximately 20%.! For E0

;1010 GeV, LCC
n ;O(100) km. Supplemented by the po

sibility of BH production, the neutrino’s path length is

L tot
n 5@NArs~sCC

n 1sBH
n !#21, ~30!

wheresBH
n is the BH production cross section forEn5E0.

At these energies, the tau’s propagation length is de
mined not by its decay length but by its energy loss. Tht
lepton loses energy in the Earth according to

dEt

dz
52~at1btEt!rs , ~31!

where, for these energies,at is negligible, and we takebt
'0.831026 cm2/g @84#. The maximal path length for a de
tectablet is, then,

Lt5
1

btrs
ln~Emax/Emin!, ~32!

whereEmax'E0 is the energy at which the tau is created, a
Emin is the minimal energy at which at can be detected. Fo
cosmogenic neutrino fluxes and other reasonable sou
and the acceptances of typical cosmic ray detectors, taus
not lose much energy and be detected. ForEmax/Emin510,
Lt511 km.

Given an isotropicnt1 n̄t flux, the number of taus tha
emerge from the Earth with sufficient energy to be detec
is proportional to an ‘‘effective solid angle’’

Veff[E d cosu df cosuP~u,f!, ~33!

where

P~u,f!5E
0

, dz

LCC
n

e2z/L tot
n

Q@z2~,2Lt!# ~34!

is the probability for a neutrino with incident nadir angleu
and azimuthal anglef to emerge as a detectablet. @In Eq.
~34!, for the reasons noted above, we have neglected
12402
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possibility of detectable signals from BH production b
Earth-skimming neutrinos.# Here ,52R%cosu is the chord
length of the intersection of the neutrino’s trajectory with t
Earth, withR%'6371 km the Earth’s radius. Evaluating th
integrals, we find@31#

Veff52p
L tot

n

LCC
n

@eLt/L tot
n

21#

3F S L tot
n

2R%

D 2

2X L tot
n

2R%

1S L tot
n

2R%

D 2Ce22R% /L tot
n G .

~35!

At the relevant energies, the neutrino interaction length s
isfiesL tot

n !R% . In addition, forL tot
n @Lt, valid when the BH

cross section is not very large, Eq.~35! simplifies to

Veff'2p
L tot

n 2Lt

4R%

2 LCC
n

. ~36!

Equation ~36! gives the functional dependence of th
Earth-skimming event rate on the BH cross section. This r
is, of course, also proportional to the source neutrino fluxFn

at E0. Finally, the constant of proportionality is determine
by previous studies@29,30#, where all the experimental is
sues entering tau detection have been included. Given t
inputs, the number of Earth-skimming neutrino events
tected in 5 years is

NES'CES

Fn

F0
n

sCC
n 2

~sCC
n 1sBH

n !2
, ~37!

whereCES is the number of Earth-skimming events expect
for the standard cosmogenic fluxF0

n in the absence of BH
production. For detection by the Auger ground array,CES
'3.0, assuming maximal neutrino mixing and thebt value
given above@29#. The fluorescence detectors of HiRes pr
vide additional sensitivity@30#, as do those of Auger@85#.
We conservatively takeCES53 for the combined rate in 5
years expected in the SM. Note, however, that the rate m
be greatly suppressed for large BH cross sections, as an
pated.

In contrast to Eq.~37!, the rate for quasihorizontal show
ers follows simply from Eq.~27!, and has the form

NQH5CQH

Fn

F0
n

sCC
n 1sBH

n

sCC
n

, ~38!

whereCQH52.5 for the Auger ground array, as noted pre
ously.

Given a fluxFn and BH cross sectionsBH
n , bothNES and

NQH are determined. Event contours are given in the
panel of Fig. 12. As can be seen, given a quasihorizo
event rateNQH, it is impossible to differentiate between a
enhancement from large BH cross section and large fl
However, in the region where significant event rates are
pected, theNQH andNES contours are more or less orthog
7-13
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FIG. 12. Left: Contours of constant number of quasihorizontal showersNQH ~dashed! and Earth-skimming neutrino eventsNES ~dotted!
as functions of source fluxFn and BH production cross sectionsBH

n . 5 year running times for Auger and HiRes are assumed. Ri
Confidence level contours, assumingFn5F0

n andsBH
n 53sCC

n , corresponding to (NQH ,NES)'(10,0.2).
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nal, and provide complementary information. With measu
ments ofNQH andNES, bothsBH

n andFn may be determined
independently, and neutrino interactions beyond the SM m
be unambiguously identified.~See also Ref.@31#.!

As an example, consider the case in whichsBH
n /sCC

n 53,
andFn/F0

n51. On average, one would then observe a to
of NQH510 deep quasihorizontal showers, an excess o
above SM expectations. On average, one also expectsNES

'0.2 Earth-skimming events. A SM explanation~with sBH
n

50) of the deeply penetrating event rate would requ
Fn/F0

n54 and predict 12 Earth-skimming events, a pos
bility that would be clearly excluded at high confiden
level.

More generally, one might try to salvage a SM explan
tion by attributing the observed rates to statistical fluct
tions in bothNQH and NES. Using a maximum likelihood
method for Poisson-distributed data@86#, we give contours
of constantx2 in the right panel of Fig. 12. The possibility o
a SM interpretation along thesBH

n 50 axis would be ex-
cluded at greater than 99.9% C.L. for any assumed flux.
power of the Earth-skimming information is such that t
best fit is in fact found forFn,F0

n. We find, then, that if
even an excess of a handful of quasihorizontal events is
served, by comparing to the Earth-skimming neutrino ra
attempts to explain the excess by SM interactions alone
be excluded. These arguments require only counting exp
ments, and do not rely on measurements of shower pro
ties.

BH production will most likely be accompanied by mo
model-independent sub-Planckian effects. In particular, n
tral current neutrino cross sections may be enhanced in e
dimensional scenarios through the exchange of KK gra
tons. This will raise the quasihorizontal rate, but will ha
very little effect on the Earth-skimming event rate, since n
trinos suffer very little energy loss during this process@14#.
We expect such effects, then, to further enhance the r
NQH/NES, making a SM explanation even more untenab

So far, we have not explicitly considered the question
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distinguishing BH events from other types of new physi
However, the prediction of enhanced quasihorizontal ev
ratesand diminished Earth-skimming rates is incisive. F
example, new physics that increases quasihorizontal rate
enhancing cross sections fornN→,X will also increase
Earth-skimming rates. The prediction of suppressed Ea
skimming rates relies on the efficient conversion of neutr
energy directly to hadronic energy, that is, a process w
large cross section and large inelasticity. This is a pecu
property of BHs that separates BH production from oth
possible forms of new physics. The comparison betwe
deep quasi-horizontal shower and Earth-skimming neutr
rates therefore not only effectively excludes a SM interp
tation of BH events, but goes a long way toward excludi
other new physics explanations.

IX. SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have shown that cosmic ray observatio
in the recent past~AGASA! and in the near future~Auger!
provide extremely sensitive probes of low-scale gravity a
extra dimensions. We have focused on the production
TeV-scale BHs resulting from collisions of ultrahigh-ener
cosmic neutrinos in the Earth’s atmosphere, and have c
sidered the impact of various theoretical issues in the de
mination of the BH production cross section. In particul
mass shedding, the production of BHs with nonzero angu
momentum, and a possible enhancement of the BH c
section can be expected to give minor perturbations. T
exponential suppression proposed by Voloshin is more
nificant, but large and observable BH event rates are
possible.

More specifically, in the case ofn extra spatial dimensions
compactified on ann-torus with a common radius, we hav
found the following:

Present bounds on atmospheric BH production imply 9
C.L. lower limits on the fundamental Planck mass ofMD
>1.3–1.5 TeV forn54, rising to MD>1.6–1.8 TeV for
7-14
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BLACK HOLES FROM COSMIC RAYS: PROBES OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 65 124027
n57. These bounds follow from the nonobservation o
significant excess of deep, quasihorizontal showers in 17
days of running recently reported by the AGASA Collabo
tion @25#.

The absence of a deeply penetrating signal in the F
Eye data@26# also implies lower bounds onMD . These are
consistently weaker, however. For example, forn56, xmin

51, and the same~PJ! flux we have used, Ringwald and T
find MD.900 GeV@16#. We find this difference to be sig
nificant: the AGASA and Fly’s Eye constraints rely on ide
tical theoretical assumptions, and given the scaling in
~10!, a factor of 2 difference inMD bounds corresponds to
factor of more than 4 in acceptance or, equivalently, runn
time.

The AGASA limits derived here exceed the DO” bound
MD*0.6–1.2 TeV, where the variation reflects uncertain
from the choice of ultraviolet cutoff for graviton momen
transverse to the brane. The cosmic ray limits are subjec
a separate set of uncertainties, discussed at length above
follow from conservative evaluations of the neutrino flux a
experimental aperture, andxmin51. Forxmin53, these limits
are somewhat reduced, but still generally exceed the Te
tron bounds.

The cosmic ray bounds from AGASA therefore repres
the best existing limits on the scale of TeV gravity forn
>4 extra spatial dimensions. A summary of the most str
gent present bounds onMD for n>2 extra dimensions is
given in Fig. 13.

The reach of AGASA will be extended significantly b
the Auger Observatory. If no quasihorizontal extended
shower events are observed in 5 years~beyond the expected
two SM neutrino events supplemented by as many as
hadronic background events!, Auger will set a limit of MD
*3 TeV, at 95% C.L., forn>4. Even in the case where th
cross section is decreased by the exponential suppres
factor in Eq.~21!, a boundMD*2 TeV may be found unde
the same background assumptions.

Conversely, given the large reach of Auger, tens of B
events may be observed per year. We have discussed in
detail how combined measurements of quasihorizontal
showers and Earth-skimmingnt→t events may be used t
identify new neutrino interactions beyond the SM, even w
complete uncertainty about the incident neutrino flux. In
case of BH production, the quasihorizontal event rate is
hanced, while the Earth-skimming rate is suppressed, s
BH production in the Earth acts as an absorptive chan
depleting the SM rate. With counting experiments alone,
can therefore exclude a SM interpretation of BH events,
12402
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may distinguish BH events from almost all other possib
forms of new physics.

In conclusion, in the next several years prior to the ana
sis of data from the LHC, super-Planckian BH producti
from cosmic rays provides a promising probe of extra dim
sions. Searches for BH-initiated quasihorizontal showers
the Earth’s atmosphere at AGASA provide the most string
bounds on low-scale gravity at present, and the Auger O
servatory will extend this sensitivity to fundamental Plan
scales well above the TeV scale.
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FIG. 13. Bounds on the fundamental Planck scaleMD from tests
of Newton’s law on sub-millimeter scales, bounds on supern
cooling and neutron star heating, dielectron and diphoton prod
tion at the Tevatron, and nonobservation of BH production
AGASA. Future limits from the Auger ground array, assuming
years of data and no excess above the SM neutrino background
also shown. The range in Tevatron bounds corresponds to the r
of brane softening parameterL/MD50.5–1. The range in cosmic
ray bounds is forxmin51–3. See text for discussion.
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